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Abstract

DNA sequencing has revolutionized medicine over recent decades. How-
ever, analysis of large structural variation and repetitive DNA, a hallmark
of human genomes, has been limited by short-read technology, with read
lengths of 100–300 bp. Long-read sequencing (LRS) permits routine se-
quencing of human DNA fragments tens to hundreds of kilobase pairs in
size, using both real-time sequencing by synthesis and nanopore-based di-
rect electronic sequencing. LRS permits analysis of large structural variation
and haplotypic phasing in human genomes and has enabled the discovery
and characterization of rare pathogenic structural variants and repeat expan-
sions. It has also recently enabled the assembly of a complete, gapless human
genome that includes previously intractable regions, such as highly repeti-
tive centromeres and homologous acrocentric short arms.With the addition
of protocols for targeted enrichment, direct epigenetic DNA modification
detection, and long-range chromatin profiling, LRS promises to launch a
new era of understanding of genetic diversity and pathogenic mutations in
human populations.
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OVERVIEW

DNA sequencing and the identification of disease-causing mutations and human genetic varia-
tion has revolutionized medicine over recent decades. Since the first report of a sequenced human
genome in 2001 (52), the human reference genome has been the basis for functional annotation
and biomedical interpretation, providing an invaluable resource for basic science and clinical ge-
netic diagnostics today. The current human reference genome, hg38, is highly fragmented and
contains 349 discontinuous gaps and unresolved portions, and although incremental improve-
ments have been made by way of closing and spanning these gaps, adding alternate genomic loci
or patches, and improving the annotations (99), it continues to have at least ∼151 Mbp of un-
known sequence or gaps, including pericentromeric and subtelomeric regions, acrocentric short
arms, and large repeat arrays (81).

Over time, functional annotation and biomedical gene discovery have relied primarily on
comparison with the current reference genome build. The widespread use and relative affordabil-
ity of this class of next-generation sequencing technologies, which are dominated by short-read
sequencing-by-synthesis methods, have led to a large number of scientific discoveries in ge-
netics, evolution, and disease in humans. While extremely useful, the read length of short-read
sequencing (SRS), on the order of 100–300 bp per read, can result in the loss of resolution of
genomic regions that are not uniquely spanned by overlapping reads of this size. This limitation
is particularly true for low-complexity repetitive loci, duplicated regions, tandem arrays, and
complex structural variants, which collectively make up the majority of the gaps and missing
sequence. Long-read sequencing (LRS) can sequence through DNA fragments that are orders
of magnitude longer than the fragments sequenced using SRS (Figure 1a), with highly accurate
routine sequencing of 10–20-kbp fragments and lower-accuracy reads up to hundreds of kilobase
pairs using single-molecule, real-time (SMRT) sequencing by synthesis. Even longer reads of
up to 1–2 Mbp are available using nanopore-based electronic direct sequencing, although these
longer reads typically have lower accuracy.

LRS has emerged as critical in overcoming the limitations imposed by SRS technology and
has revealed a wide variety of previously underannotated genomic characteristics, such as repeat
arrays and structural variants. Long-read technology will continue to facilitate resolution of ge-
nomic regions previously considered intractable until we collectively reveal the full spectrum of
human genetic variation (58). In this review, we concentrate on LRS technology development and
applications and reference a spectrum of studies that have applied LRS data to human genomics
and disease, although LRS has also been widely applied to bacterial genomes and other systems,
including plants, invertebrates, and other vertebrates (6).Collectively, LRS has providedmajor ad-
vancements in human genomics, from the identification of rare disease-causing structural variants
such as insertions, deletions, and inversions to recently using a combination of LRS technologies
to provide the first examples of gapless telomere-to-telomere complete human chromosomes (59,
67) and a complete haploid human genome (81).

LONG-READ SEQUENCING TECHNOLOGY

There are currently two major long-read technologies: SMRT sequencing platforms (Figure 1b)
and nanopore-based sequencing platforms (Figure 1c). SMRT sequencing (developed primarily
by PacBio) is a single-molecule sequencing-by-synthesis technology. High-molecular-weight ge-
nomic, double-stranded DNA is size selected and constructed into SMRTbell template libraries
with single-stranded closed hairpin adapters ligated to the ends. Primers annealed to the hairpin
adapters permit directed DNA polymerization around the single-stranded, topologically circu-
lar SMRTbell. Individual SMRTbells are distributed into an array of up to 8 million zero-mode
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waveguides (ZMWs) that each contain an immobilizedDNA polymerase for real-time sequencing
within a restricted observation volume for improved signal-to-noise detection of each individual
real-time, fluorescently labeled nucleotide incorporation event. These circular SMRTbell tem-
plates enable several passes on the immobilized DNA polymerase, giving continuous long reads
(CLRs) that are used to generate subreads that represent multiple reads of the genomic DNA
molecule in both directions. Earlier versions of SMRT CLR sequencing used very large insert
sizes of up to hundreds of kilobase pairs, and thus the circular template was sequenced only a few
times (on the order of 1–5 times, depending on the insert size and collection time), which resulted
in a higher error rate and sequencing accuracy of 85–92% and limited the early utility of this
technology.
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Figure 1 (Figure appears on preceding page)

LRS technologies and relative scales. (a) Relative read lengths across sequencing technologies and size
ranges of relevant variant structural elements, shown using a log scale. VNTR arrays are from 8q21.2 and
show the range of array sizes in the population. (b) SMRT HiFi sequencing. This technique uses dumbbell-
shaped templates called SMRTbells, which are sequenced as single molecules within an array of ZMWs that
each contain a DNA polymerase. An observation volume restricted to the bottom surface of the ZMW
improves signal-to-noise detection of each nucleotide incorporation event using fluorescent signals specific
for each nucleotide. The circular templates are sequenced multiple times, and a circular consensus sequence
is obtained that is used for intramolecular error correction of the random polymerase errors while
processing each single pass of the SMRTbell library molecules. (c) Nanopore LRS, using Oxford Nanopore
Technologies as an example. This technique uses a linear DNA template loaded onto a motor protein and a
molecular nanopore. As the DNA unwinds and is driven through the nanopore, characteristic changes in
electric current allow the sequence of the resident bases to be determined using a trained base-calling
algorithm. Abbreviations: CLR, continuous long read; HiFi, high fidelity; LINE, long interspersed nuclear
element; LRS, long-read sequencing; SMRT, single molecule, real time; VNTR, variable number of tandem
repeats; ZMW, zero-mode waveguide. Panels b and c adapted from illustrations by Jill K. Gregory with
permission from Mount Sinai Health System; copyright 2022 Mount Sinai Health System.

A major improvement to SMRT sequencing came with the introduction of high-fidelity (HiFi)
sequencing, which represents the first LRS technology to provide sequence lengths on the order
of 10–20 kbp with an accuracy approaching 99.99% (Q40). Because the genomic DNA fragments
are selected to be between 15 and 20 kbp, the SMRTbell can progress through the DNA poly-
merase multiple times (on the order of 7–12 times or more), providing multiple subreads that
are computationally combined via the circular consensus sequencing algorithm to provide highly
accurate sequencing of each insert (129) (Figure 1b). HiFi reads have provided improved struc-
tural variant discovery and have deciphered some of the underannotated repetitive regions of the
genome, such as those found at centromeres and acrocentric short arms (59, 81).

The other major LRS technology is nanopore-based LRS (Figure 1c). A linear double-
stranded DNA template, which can be as long as several megabase pairs, is ligated to an adapter
that is preloaded with a motor protein and then loaded onto an array of nanopores. The motor
protein unwinds the DNA, and a single strand of the molecule is driven through the nanopore
by an electric current. The electric current is characteristically disrupted by combinations of
3–7 bp ofDNA sequence as the templates pass through individual nanopores, producing a squiggle
(Figure 1c) that is translated into DNA sequence based on computational base-calling algorithms
(91). Standard nanopore (Oxford Nanopore Technologies) sequencing can sequence molecules
that are an order of magnitude longer than those sequenced by SMRT technology, routinely
tens to hundreds of kilobase pairs with an accuracy of approximately 87–98%, although improve-
ments in base-calling algorithms and chemistry are increasing this accuracy (91, 124), with current
advances achieving 99% or higher accuracy. Nanopore sequencing can also be used to generate
ultralong reads, which are generally much larger than 100 kbp and can occasionally be as long
as several megabase pairs (46) and are especially useful as genome scaffolds in the assembly of
large, difficult-to-sequence regions. Ultralong reads have permitted tremendous access to long
repetitive regions, as demonstrated for the Y chromosome centromeric region (47).

Another application is to use nanopores for the electrophoretic loading of ZMW arrays, which
greatly increase loading efficiency over the diffusion loading currently used in SMRT sequencing.
Thus, hybrid ZMW–nanopore LRS can reduce the DNA input required by SMRT sequencing by
orders of magnitude, alongside the reduction of any bias toward loading of smaller molecules into
ZMWs (29, 53).An interesting combination of SMRTand nanopore-based technologies is LRS by
synthesis using a nanopore-coupled DNA polymerase with distinct polymer-tagged nucleotides,
which has allowed real-time electronic DNA sequencing without the need for complex optics and
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more straightforward electronic base calling (31, 110). These well-established and emerging LRS
platforms exemplify the continuous improvements available for genomics research that provide
the opportunity to investigate genome organization and variation at an unprecedented scale.

IMPROVING HUMAN GENOME ASSEMBLIES USING LONG-READ
SEQUENCING TECHNOLOGIES

Themost widely used reference genome (currently hg38) includes data constructed by sequencing
a collection of large-insert bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones from several individuals;
thus, at any individual genomic location it represents a single human haplotype (58), although
an additional 434 patches and alternative haplotypes are available in some variable regions of
the genome (21, 78). An important consideration in these reference builds is that BAC cloning
leads to an underrepresentation of repetitive sequences and the use of multiple BAC libraries
from different individuals can result in mosaicism of haplotypes. While useful, this strategy re-
sults in incompatible structural polymorphisms or large repetitive regions flanking many of the
unresolved sequence gaps (27).

LRS has been instrumental in improving genome resolution and understanding the full
spectrumof genetic variation.Long-read SMRT sequencing has been used alongwith sequencing-
by-synthesis short-read data, genome-mapping scaffolds, and reference-based approaches to
improve assembly and understanding of the architecture of a diploid human genome, revealing
large structural differences from the reference genome, including 68 Mbp of novel content rela-
tive to the NA12878 genome (87). In addition, LRS of trios has been used to analyze structural
variation in diploid genomes in a haplotype-resolved manner, resulting in a three-to-sevenfold
increase in structural variant detection over most other high-throughput sequencing studies (16,
26, 125). The Genome in a Bottle Consortium has used multiple platforms, including LRS, to
establish structural variant benchmarks in multiple reference genomes from diverse populations
in order to improve the reliability of variant calls across platforms to provide more robust refer-
ences for a multitude of haplotypes (125, 136, 137). The major structural variant alleles from 15
human genomes have also been characterized, which has allowed the discovery of many fixed and
common structural alleles that were missing from the human reference genome (7). Such work
has contributed to the Database of Genomic Variants, which provides an important reference for
the position, size, and population frequency of more common structural variations (60).

Long-read SMRT sequencing has also been applied to sequence haploid genomes, revealing a
large number of genetic variants and demonstrating the advantage of providing baseline haploid
genomes derived from hydatidiform mole cell lines, which retain only a single set of homologous
chromosomes due to either fertilization of an enucleated egg or the subsequent loss of the mater-
nal complement postfertilization (45). These hydatidiform mole references therefore represent a
functionally haploid equivalent of the human genome lacking allelic variation, in order to remove
the complexity of diploidy from sequencing and assembly of genomes (15, 42, 120).

To illustrate the range and depth of variants seen using current LRS data, we used the PacBio
structural variant (pbsv) caller to call variants on a publicly available 30-fold coverage NA24385
humanHiFi dataset (Figure 2). The tracks on the illustrated Circos plots in Figure 2a,b are based
on the annotations called by pbsv. Tandem variants (Figure 2a,b) are those involving simple re-
peats, such as those overlapping with Tandem Repeats Finder (12) and/or simple satellite repeats
in RepeatMasker (104) (Figure 2e). Other annotations easily observed are the insertion or dele-
tion of transposable elements, such as long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs) (Figure 2d),
which are predominantly around 6 kbp in size (Figure 2a,b), and short interspersed nuclear ele-
ments (SINEs) (Figure 2c), which are predominantly around 350 bp in size (Figure 2a,b). Precise
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Figure 2 (Figure appears on preceding page)

Example variation detected using LRS. (a,b) Circos plots of deletions (panel a) and insertions (panel b) relative to the hg38 reference,
showing variants and annotations ranging from 50 bp to 15 kbp as called by the pbsv tool using SMRT HiFi sequence data (85). Variant
coordinates are shown relative to chromosomal location (outside track), and variant sizes are shown on a log2 scale within each Circos
track. From the outside to the inside, the colored tracks show variants involving tandem repeats (blue), unannotated variants (orange),
inversions (pink in panel a), duplications (pink in panel b), Alu insertions or deletions (green), and LINE insertions and deletions (red).
Counts for each type of variant are shown between the plots. (c–f ) Examples of deletions relative to the hg38 reference in the UCSC
Genome Browser. For each variant, tracks shown from top to bottom include the pbsv variant caller track, RepeatMasker track,
GENCODE v41 track (when applicable), simple repeat track (when applicable), and partial data from the Database of Genomic
Variants. Panel c shows a 343-bp deletion of a full-length AluYa5 element (green) in intron 6 of the RSRC1 gene; panel d shows a
6,106-bp deletion of a full-length L1Hs element (red); panel e shows a 1,672-bp deletion of 19 repeats from a 2,026-bp array of 23
tandem 88-bp G-rich repeats (blue); and panel f shows a 3,460-bp deletion (orange), not further annotated by pbsv, in intron 21 of the
CNTNAP2 gene. Abbreviations: HiFi, high fidelity; LINE, long interspersed nuclear element; LRS, long-read sequencing; LTR, long
terminal repeat; pbsv, PacBio structural variant; SINE, short interspersed nuclear element; SMRT, single molecule, real time; UCSC,
University of California, Santa Cruz.

insertions or deletions of full-length LINEs and SINEs with little or no surrounding nontranspo-
son sequence illustrate that these are likely to represent transposition events. A precise transposon
deletion observed in a demonstrative genome dataset represents a transposition event leading to
an insertion in the reference genome relative to the sequenced genome. This is supported by the
likelihood that most of these precise insertions and deletions are relatively young elements, such
as AluY and L1Hs or L1PA2.

Additional types of variants shown are inversions (Figure 2a) and duplications (Figure 2b),
both of which are often associated with known segmental duplications (8). Furthermore, there
are many insertions and deletions that are not annotated by pbsv (Figure 2a,b,f ), suggesting that
they are not associated with any of the above sequence characteristics. We should point out that
most of the variants detected by long-read HiFi whole-genome sequencing (WGS) demonstra-
tive data are common and have been compiled in previous databases, such as the Database of
Genomic Variants (60) (see Figure 2c–f ). However, this database was originally curated using
specialized, population-based, and often high-effort applications, including copy-number-variant
detection using comparative genomic hybridization or single-nucleotide polymorphism arrays
(19), size-selected and fosmid-based end-to-end sequencing (50, 51), and short-read sequencing-
by-synthesis techniques such as read depth analysis, read pair analysis based on abnormally
mapping read end pairs, or sequence assembly with unmapped read pairs (1, 73). Recently, higher-
coverage whole-genome SRS of 602 trios coupled with improved variant-calling algorithms has
expanded the discovery of insertions/deletions and structural variants in human populations (14).
However, the advent of LRS has greatly simplified the analysis, reliability, and annotation of these
structural variants and permitted their identification in individual genomes, especially in regions
with repetitive DNA or segmental duplications (135), expanding the combined knowledge base
while also informing any individual genome. Furthermore, rare structural variants that may be
protective or pathogenic are also amenable to discovery in individual genomes because of LRS
technologies that enable diagnostic and risk association legacies previously not achievable with
short-read WGS data.

Additional high-resolution technologies have been developed to resolve structural variants.
These include long-fragment-read (88) and linked-read sequencing technologies, both of which
use SRS to sequence the ends of longer genomic DNA molecules, enabling long-range sequence
and haplotype phasing over large segments.With Hi-C technology, protein/DNA complexes are
cross-linked in vitro, where DNA within complexes is digested and ligated, which links sequences
that are in close proximity in the nucleus. Since the contact frequency is related to distance, usu-
ally on the same chromosome, the sequence of the ligated fragments provides long-distance and
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haplotypic data that can be used to link contigs and provide long-range sequence informa-
tion (56, 83). Computational analysis methods have also been developed to use Hi-C data for
structural variant calling (22, 121, 123). Optical genome mapping is another technique where
high-molecular-weight genomic DNA is captured in a microfluidic chamber and subject to
sequence-specific nicking and subsequent fluorescent labeling, providing long-range readout of
large genome fragments with preserved genomic order that can permit resolution of up to several
megabase pairs when compared with a reference genome map.Optical genome mapping has been
used to anchor scaffolds for LRS or SRS WGS assemblies, identify large structural variations,
and even detect chromosomal aberrations (39, 131, 134).While neither Hi-C nor optical genome
mapping generates single-base-resolved long-read DNA sequence, their use provides scaffolding
and long-range sequence information that is critical for accurate genome assembly (55, 81).

TARGETED LONG-READ SEQUENCING APPROACHES
AND APPLICATIONS

While whole-genome LRS can be used to detect structural variations and complex sequence re-
gions that are not detectable by short-read technologies, comprehensive LRS of whole human
genomes remains prohibitively expensive, especially in a clinical setting.One approach to enhance
the utility of LRS is targeted enrichment of specific genomic loci. Targeted approaches permit
multiplexing of specific clinically and/or scientifically interesting regions from batches of samples
to increase the efficiency of LRS, with the goal of obtaining higher sequence coverage and/or
enabling localized assembly or phasing of relevant genomic variants that would otherwise be pro-
hibitively expensive using whole-genome LRS methods. One approach makes use of standard or
long-range PCR amplification of the targeted region to generate SMRTbell libraries from the re-
sulting amplicons for higher-throughput LRS. LRS amplicon sequencing has proven valuable for
phasing double mutations in cis in the PIK3CA gene as a regulatory target in breast cancer (118),
performing fully phased haplotyping of the NUDT15 gene (100), investigating CYP2D6 phar-
macogenetic genotypes (89), sequencing theMUC1 variable number of tandem repeats (VNTR)
region in autosomal dominant tubulointerstitial kidney disease (130), and analyzing a 72.8-kbp
deletion encompassing BBS9 (implicated in Bardet–Biedl syndrome) and RP9 (implicated in re-
tinitis pigmentosa) (93). An additional approach that can target larger regions of the genome uses
biotinylated oligonucleotides that are homologous to the region of interest, which can be de-
signed to tile across up to 1 Mbp of DNA or frommultiple regions of the genome. The genome is
fragmented and ligated to barcoded adapters, PCR preamplified, and annealed to the hybridiza-
tion probes; the target DNA is purified using streptavidin beads and then PCR amplified again
to enrich the yield; and SMRTbell libraries are then sequenced (108). This targeted enrichment
approach has been used to investigate hepatitis B virus integrations in hepatitis B patients (116).

However, protocols that include PCR amplification steps pose some technical limitations, espe-
cially when amplifying arrays of short tandemGC-rich repeats. Limitations to PCR amplification
also include target duplication, size limitations, template switching, and/or loss of epigenetic mod-
ifications. Therefore, the Cas9-assisted targeting of chromosome segments (CATCH) approach
provides an amplification-free way to target genomic DNA and capture regions spanning hun-
dreds of kilobase pairs (32). CATCH uses Cas9-targeted fragmentation of high-molecular-weight
DNA in vitro, followed by separation and purification of the targeted region from the remaining
genome using pulsed field gel electrophoresis, followed by LRS.CATCH allows several-hundred-
fold enrichment of the targeted region over WGS and has been developed for both SMRT and
nanopore-based LRS. CATCH has been used to target the 80-kbp BRCA1 gene and surround-
ing regulatory regions on 200-kbp fragments, which were enriched 237-fold and enabled 70-fold
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sequencing coverage. Although the low accuracy of the LRS used at the time reduced the abil-
ity to confidently call single-nucleotide polymorphisms compared with SRS, the ability to phase
haplotypes and examine structural variants underscores the value of the technique (32). CATCH
is particularly valuable for unstable short repeat copy expansions and has been used to sequence
across an entire expanded 7,941-bp CCCCGG array in the C9orf72 gene of a patient with amy-
otrophic lateral sclerosis (25, 36). Myotonic dystrophy type 1 is caused by an unstable CTG
expansion up to 4,000 repeats in theDMPK locus,which was initially sequenced using PCR ampli-
fication and SMRT sequencing (61), but CATCH was subsequently used to improve the accuracy
of the repeat expansion analysis (113). Moreover, CATCH and nanopore LRS have recently been
used to isolate extrachromosomalDNA from human-derived cancer lines that contained amplified
select enhancers or oncogene coding sequences (43).

An alternative approach called targeted LRS uses adaptive sampling by selectively sequencing
DNA molecules that reside in a predefined genomic region. After approximately 500 bp of se-
quence has been called in real time and computationally aligned to a reference genome, if the
region is within the predefined region, then the sequencing continues; if this criterion is not
met, then the molecule is ejected from the pore by reversing the current, and a new molecule
is selected and sequenced. Targeted LRS adaptive sampling has been used to identify previously
undetected pathogenic variants in several diseases, including Werner syndrome and pseudohy-
poparathyroidism (70–72). Nanopore Cas9-targeted sequencing has also been used, where Cas9
guide RNAs cleave a targeted region in the genome, the adapters are ligated, and the library is
subjected to nanopore LRS (37). The targeted LRS and nanopore Cas9-targeted sequencing ap-
proaches can be combined for further improved enrichment, such as forCYP2D6–CYP2D7 hybrid
allele genotyping (95). Collectively, these enrichment protocols for both SMRT and nanopore
LRS allow specific enrichment of genomic regions of interest, which will greatly reduce the per-
sample cost and enhance the utility for LRS in local genotyping and phasing of specific single or
ensemble structural variants for genetic diagnostics in cases where such rare structural variants
are the cause of disease or require downstream validation.

EPIGENOMICS USING LONG-READ SEQUENCING APPROACHES

LRS also has advantages in detecting epigenetic modifications found on native genomic DNA,
including chemical nucleotide modifications of cytosine or adenine methylation (38). DNAmeth-
ylation is most often examined using bisulfite deamination of DNA,where unmethylated cytosines
are converted to uracil followed by sequencing and informatic comparison with untreated DNA
controls. SMRT bisulfite sequencing has directly sequenced the products of bisulfite deamina-
tion up to 1.5 kbp in size using LRS without the need for a cloning step (132). In more recent
LRS applications, modified or methylated nucleotides are detected directly in the native genomic
DNA because the epigenetic chemical moieties characteristically modify the sequencing signal to
provide a significant detection mechanism with sufficient signal to noise against the sequencing
baseline. For example, in SMRT LRS, methylated nucleotides perturb the kinetics of base-pair
incorporation by the polymerase, resulting in an increased interpulse duration and pulse width
of the fluorescent signal between nucleotides as they are sequenced. The methylation status of
cytosine and adenine nucleotides are effectively read in real time as the polymerase synthesizes
from the SMRTbell template and encounters modified bases (28, 30). The surrounding sequence
context affects the changes in interpulse duration and pulse width and is most accurate when mul-
tiple circular consensus sequencing passes are achieved, impacting the maximum size that can be
sequenced, depending on the epigenetic target (11). 5-Methyl-CpG (5mCpG) is the most com-
mon methylation site in mammalian genomes and important in gene regulation and development
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(105). 5mCpG detection using SMRT sequencing has been the most explored computationally
(80, 114). When electronic nanopore LRS is used, modified bases introduce deviations to the
readout squiggle that can be decoded using a pretrained algorithm and hidden Markov models.
For example, Nanopolish (90, 101) and additional algorithms have been trained to detect 5mCpG
and other modified bases (38).

Bisulfite deamination treatment often results in fragmentation of DNA and thus is less suit-
able for LRS applications sequencing DNA fragments tens of kilobase pairs in size. Therefore,
LRS has been coupled with other chemical treatments that do not cause DNA fragmentation
and convert additional modifications that are difficult to detect with altered readout of na-
tive DNA. TET enzyme oxidation has been used to convert both 5-methylcytosine (5mC) and
5-hydroxymethylytosine (5hmC) to dihydrouracil, which is recognized as thymine, thus permit-
ting sufficient detection signal for 5hmC (57). Another treatment, called long-read enzymatic
modification sequencing, uses selective enzymatic protection of both 5mC and 5hmC before
deamination with APOBEC3A (112). Importantly, both of these techniques allow PCR ampli-
fication of the treated DNA with preservation of the deamination signal, reducing the required
amount of starting material for LRS, although off-target modifications can be possible.

Emerging LRS-based chromatin-profiling methods, which present the opportunity to map
chromatin organization across kilobase-length genomic regions and can include repetitive DNA
elements such as centromeres and telomeres (23), have also recently been used as an epige-
nomics tool. Fiber-seq and single-molecule adenine methylated oligonucleosome sequencing
assay (SAMOSA) techniques use a nonspecific DNA N6-adenine methyltransferase to reveal the
chromatin architecture of kilobase-sized chromatin fibers on the underlying DNA by methylat-
ing accessible adenine residues, which are then detected using the changes in interpulse duration
in SMRT LRS (3, 109). Fiber-seq has been used to map transcriptional regulatory elements and
telomeric chromatin (23, 109). A related nanopore-based technique called nucleosome occupancy
and methylome nanopore sequencing (nanoNOMe) uses a GpC (not to be confused with a CpG)
methyltransferase to label endogenous GpCs in chromatin fibers and then leverages the Nanop-
olish base-calling algorithm with additional training to detect GpC methylation from nanopore
squiggles. NanoNOMe has the advantage of simultaneously measuring both chromatin accessi-
bility and endogenous 5mCpG; it has been used to examine CTCF binding sites (54) and, more
recently, the phasing of gene regulatory and imprinting elements on fragments as large as 116 kbp
(10). Using LRS to detect base modifications and chromatin structure provides the critical advan-
tage of allowing mapping and phasing across kilobase-sized genomic alleles, which will continue
to provide important functional insight into these epigenetic signatures on chromosomes.

PATHOGENIC VARIANT DISCOVERY USING LONG-READ
SEQUENCING TECHNOLOGIES

The types of structural variation that have been revealed by LRS are usually those not easily
resolvable by SRS, such as insertions, deletions, and inversions (135). Although many commonly
occurring variants are included in structural variant databases (60), disease-causing pathological
structural variants are by definition rare in populations and not easily detected by SRS. Many
cases of rare large insertions and deletions relative to the human reference genome have been
discovered using both whole-genome LRS and targeted capture methods. Studies have found
375- and 395-kbp deletions inEYS in patients with retinitis pigmentosum (97), a 72.8-kbp deletion
encompassing BBS9 and RP9 in a patient with Bardet–Biedl syndrome (93), a 12.4-kbp deletion
in CLN6 in a patient with progressive myoclonic epilepsy (76), a 7.1-kbp deletion in one allele of
G6PC (together with a c.326G>A mutation in the other allele) in a patient with glycogen storage
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disease type Ia (66), a 2.814-kbp deletion overlapping exons in PRKAR1a in a patient with multiple
neoplasia and cardiac myxomata (65), and a 4.6-kbp insertion in a family with benign adult familial
myoclonus epilepsy (77). Insertions of previously unmapped sequence not present in the reference
genome are particularly difficult to detect using SRS data mapping but are often plainly obvious
in LRS data because individual and/or ensemble long reads often contain the entire novel inserted
sequence in its genomic context. Yet another application for LRS is in human leukocyte antigen
(HLA) typing that can span the entirety of theHLA class 1 genes and allow accurate haplotyping in
this hypermorphic gene complex (63), which has contributed greatly to the expansion and known
diversity of HLA database haplotypes (94).

Another structural variant subtype that is often revealed by LRS is that of repeat expansions,
which are otherwise challenging to accurately sequence and characterize using conventional SRS
data (74). LRS can often span the entire expansion, which can be on the order of many thousands
of base pairs (33). EitherWGS or a targeted enrichment approach can produce reads from specific
regions known to contain repeats. Repeat expansions are a hallmark of many neurodegenerative
diseases, such as expansion of the GGGGCC hexameric repeat in the c9orf72 gene associated with
5–7% of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis cases (25, 36, 117). Repeat expansions are also common in
spinocerebellar ataxia (98), neuronal intranuclear inclusion disease (106), and other diseases (18,
44). Pentanucleotide TTTCA and TTTTA expansions in SAMD12 have been shown to cause
familial cortical myoclonic tremor with epilepsy (133), while ATTCT and ATTCC expansions in
ATXN10 affect disease penetrance in spinocerebellar ataxia type 10 (79).Other pathogenic variants
revealed by LRS include insertion of a cytosine into a VNTR region of 60-bp repeats in theMUC1
gene, which has been identified as a causal mutation of autosomal dominant tubulointerstitial kid-
ney disease (130).Duplications include a 27-bp duplication in the polyalanine tract of theHoxD13
gene that leads to synpolydactyly (64) and a heterozygous 3.463-kbp duplication, including exon
30 of the LAMA2 gene, that causes merosin-deficient muscular dystrophy (13). Breakpoints of
a balanced chromosomal Xp11.1/20p13 translocation were precisely identified to the base pair
using LRS in an individual with developmental disabilities (24). Novel inversions detected using
LRS technology include a 5.9-Mbp inversion that disrupted exons 3–79 in the DMD gene of a
previously undiagnosed male patient (and was also present as a heterozygote in the mother) (13)
and a 12-kbp inversion that disrupted the first two exons of BRPF1 and the last four exons of
CPNE9 on chromosome 3 in a patient with intellectual disability (75). These pathogenic struc-
tural variants were found primarily in an unbiased application of LRS. Indeed, the power of LRS
to identify the causative genetic variant in rare undiagnosed diseases is rapidly emerging, including
recent examples of large-cohort studies being deeply sequenced with SMRTHiFi whole-genome
LRS (20, 62). Thus, the value of LRS for rare mutation detection in undiagnosed disease patients
cannot be overstated (62). As application of LRS leads to improved reference genomes via the
bridging of large gaps and unresolved genomic regions across the range of diverse human haplo-
types, the ability to ascertain medically pathogenic variation will likely continuously reveal novel
human disease and resilience association in future medicine.

LONG-READ SEQUENCING ENABLES THE FIRST
TELOMERE-TO-TELOMERE HUMAN REFERENCE GENOME

A recent advance that demonstrates the true power of LRS is the first complete telomere-to-
telomere sequence of several complete chromosomes (59, 67), which was then followed by the
first complete human genome sequence (81). For ease of assembly, the Telomere-to-Telomere
(T2T) consortium performed LRS data analysis of the haploid CHM13 genome, which is de-
rived from a hydatidiform mole line and therefore represents a functionally haploid equivalent of
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the human genome that lacks diploid allelic variation. The use of LRS of a haploid cell line elimi-
nated the limitations of BAC-based assembly used in previously generated reference genomes and
the complexity of structural polymorphisms within complete diploid genomes. However, previ-
ous technologies used to resolve human references for these genomes (SMRT CLR sequencing
and nanopore-based ultralong-read sequencing) collectively had an error rate of greater than 5%,
which did not permit assembly of larger, highly homologous tandem arrays. The increased ac-
curacy provided by whole-genome SMRT HiFi circular consensus sequencing reads enabled the
sequencing of subtly different but highly homologous tandem arrays. Nanopore-based ultralong
reads are also used to span repeat arrays as contiguous scaffolds for anchoring the highly accurate
HiFi WGS reads in fully resolved reference generation studies. This strategy was used to gen-
erate gapless sequence assemblies of chromosome 8 (59) and the X chromosome (67), including
complete centromeres and other tandem arrays of previously unspanned repeats.

The T2T CHM13 haploid assembly was ultimately completed with a hybrid of data from
various next-generation sequencing technologies, including 100-fold SRS data, 30-fold whole-
genome HiFi LRS data, and 120-fold Oxford Nanopore Technologies–based ultralong nanopore
reads, alongside optical genome mapping, Hi-C data, and single-strand sequencing (67, 96). This
effort required a significant amount of manual curation by a large team over many months, with
different groups focused on each chromosome (48). Thus, despite improvements, a multitude of
integrated datasets across various LRS and SRS technologies is currently required to complete
even a single haplotypic reference. This limitation in the genomics field will motivate the addi-
tional developments that are needed to automate assembly and phasing of diploid human genomes
at high quality and at scale. Ultimately, future improvements will be critical for the adoption
of LRS data in regulated discovery and validation of clinically relevant variants and a translated
understanding of human genetic variation in everyday medical practice.

The members of the T2T consortium were collectively determined to create a complete gap-
less human genome that contained the large highly repetitive regions of the human genome,
including large interspersed arrays of tandem repeats (41), all segmental duplications (119), and,
remarkably, the complete span of the megabase-sized centromeric and pericentromeric repeat
array in each chromosome (5), as well as the highly homologous short arms of acrocentric chro-
mosomes (35). This research effort added nearly 200 Mbp (∼8%) of previously hidden sequence
to the human genome (4), including genomic regions representing large gaps that many thought
intractable.

One of the most challenging types of DNA structure to sequence is satellite arrays, which
consist of portions of the genome up to several kilobase pairs in size that have been tandemly
duplicated into arrays as large as several megabase pairs (128). These arrays are inherently chal-
lenging to fully sequence and are poorly represented in reference genomes due to the size and high
homology of the repeat units, their instability in BAC libraries fromwhich reference genomeswere
constructed, and their high variability in repeat copy number and array size between individuals.
There are many classes of satellite DNA in the human genome, including satellite, simple, and
low-complexity repeats, as well as composite repeats that are more complex. Satellite repeats are
generally short tandem copies of several base pairs; for example, classical human satellites 2 and
3 (HSat2 and HSat3), totaling 28.7 and 47.6 Mbp in CHM13, respectively, are derived from the
simple repeat (CATTC)n and constitute the largest contiguous satellite arrays found in the human
genome, including a 27.6-Mbp array on chromosome 9 in CHM13 (81).Ten such simple sequence
satellite repeat types, including five previously unknown types, were classified in CHM13. Addi-
tional tandem DNA classes include ∼68-bp beta satellite DNA, found in pericentromeric regions
and on the acrocentric short arms, and 171-bp alpha satellite DNA, which is the predominant
centromeric class of repetitive DNA.
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A third class of tandemly repeated DNA is composite elements, which by definition contain
at least three types of other repetitive elements, such as transposable elements, satellite repeats,
or composite subunits. The T2T consortium described the repeat unit and array sizes for 19 of
these composite elements, as well as their distinct epigenetic and transcriptional patterns, in the
CHM13 genome. Most of these events are found in a single array, and eight contain protein-
coding annotations (41). While the repeat unit of many of these composite satellites had been
described more than a decade ago (128), several were found on either side of polymorphic gaps
in the hg38 reference genome. With the application of recent LRS and assembly protocols de-
veloped by the T2T consortium, the exact size, copy number, repeat organization, and position
of these arrays have been determined for CHM13 and other genomes. A polymorphic compos-
ite repeat on chromosome 8q21, referred to as the VNTR repeat (41), is found in a large array
of ∼12-kbp repeats, each of which includes the REXO1L gene and several types of interspersed
repeats detected by RepeatMasker (128) (Figure 3). This repeat array can be visible cytoge-
netically (107, 115). In the hg38 reference genome, several repeats are visible spanning a gap
(Figure 3a), while in CHM13, this array has been fully sequenced and shows a complex arrange-
ment of 73 repeats spanning almost 1 Mbp of DNA (59) (Figure 3b). Genomic features like
composite arrays likely represent the product of natural chromosomal evolution processes, such
as unequal crossing over. Nonetheless, their functional significance remains unclear, especially
given that the 8q21 VNTR composite repeat array is the site of ectopic neocentromere formation
(40). The ability to sequence across and precisely locate these arrays may provide the means for
their targeted deletion using CRISPR technology, to assess their effect on chromosome stability,
homologous pairing, and epigenetics.

Moreover, the short arms of human acrocentric chromosomes 13, 14, 15, 21, and 22 are con-
spicuouslymissing from the recent human reference genome hg38.These arms contain the 45-kbp
tandemly repeated rDNA genes, and during interphase they cluster in the nucleolus, where the
rDNA genes are expressed. The large amount of repetitive and satellite DNA, along with the
high degree of homology between acrocentric short arms, made them extremely challenging to
sequence and assemble.With the exception of a small amount of pericentromeric p-arm material,
these regions were largely excluded from reference genomes. With the advent of the approaches
developed by the T2T consortium, these regions have now been sequenced for each acrocentric
chromosome, which in CHM13 range in size from∼10 to 17Mbp. Although variable in size, each
acrocentric short arm follows a similar pattern, with inverted segmental duplications and arrays
of acrocentric, HSat3, beta satellite, and HSat1 repeats surrounding the rDNA arrays, most of
which are also seen in other regions of the genome. The organizational similarity between acro-
centric satellite repeats is likely a result of the dynamic evolution of intra- and interchromosomal
exchanges of acrocentric short arms in the nucleus (81).

Satellite arrays, including active alpha satellite arrays, HSat3 on chromosome 9, and beta satel-
lite arrays on chromosome 1 and in the acrocentric regions, contain many inversions in CHM13
that were confirmed in other sample genomes (5) (Figure 3). Inversions can form extruded
cruciform structures that may mimic regions of paired homologs, and such DNA that is both
tandemly repeated and has inversions could form complex structures that may play a role in sis-
ter chromatid or homologous chromosome pairing (127). As more genomes are sequenced from
telomere to telomere, generalizable patterns of organization may emerge that could be candidates
for experimental functional testing using high-throughput CRISPR-based screening approaches.
For example, a systematic dissection of the repeats on acrocentric short arms using CRISPR
technology may reveal nucleolus-targeting sequences.

Human centromeres are characterized by megabase-sized arrays of tandemly repeated alpha
satellite DNA, which were previously represented by large gaps or reference models (68) in
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Figure 3 (Figure appears on preceding page)

Gap filling using LRS at the 8q21.2 VNTR composite repeat. (a, i) UCSC Genome Browser hg38 chr8:85,600,000–85,900,000
(300 kbp), showing the region containing the VNTR composite repeat and an arbitrarily sized 50-kbp gap. (ii) Dot plot showing the
repeat structure in the region. Black lines indicate tandem orientation, and red lines indicate inverted orientation. (iii) Detail of several
12-kbp repeats in the area indicated by the light blue line between subpanels i and ii, which border the gap. (iv) Detail of several repeats
in the area indicated by the green line between subpanels i and ii, distal to the gap. (b, i) UCSC Genome Browser CHM13
chr8:86,000,000–87,000,000 (1 Mbp) showing the region containing the VNTR composite repeat, which has 73 copies of a 12-kbp
repeat. CHM13 unique is additional sequence in the T2T assembly relative to hg38. (ii) Dot plot of the VNTR repeat array. Black lines
indicate tandem orientation, and red lines indicate inverted orientation. (iii) Detail of several 12-kbp repeats and an inversion in the
area indicated by the light blue line between subpanels i and ii. (iv) Detail of several 12-kbp repeats and an inversion in the area
indicated by the green line between subpanels i and ii. Abbreviations: LINE, long interspersed nuclear element; LRS, long-read
sequencing; LTR, long terminal repeat; SINE, short interspersed nuclear element; T2T, Telomere-to-Telomere; UCSC, University of
California, Santa Cruz; VNTR, variable number of tandem repeats.

the human reference assembly. The lack of a linear assembly across human centromeres has
inhibited the ability to describe sequence and epigenetic elements that provide centromere
function (41). The sequencing across complete arrays of human centromeric alpha satellite arrays
using the methods developed by the T2T consortium has revealed a high degree of substructure
across the centromeric regions, alongside epigenetic activity that may regulate function. Human
centromeres are characterized by layered expansions of alpha satellite repeat arrays, with the
active kinetochore associated mainly with the most recent array. In addition, several unexpected
types of organization have been observed in CHM13 centromeres, such as inversions, splitting
of homogeneous alpha satellite arrays by insertions of other satellite DNAs, and deletions, which
were confirmed to be polymorphic in 16 additional draft diploid assemblies, demonstrating that
ongoing evolutionary forces are at work shaping the DNA at human centromeres (5, 69).

Centromeres are the critical chromosomal locus responsible for the correct segregation of
chromosomes, which is epigenetically determined by the presence of specialized chromatin con-
taining the histone H3 analog CENP-A (49, 111, 126). Ultralong nanopore reads were used to
investigate the DNA methylation status across the recently emerged active alpha satellite arrays
at centromeres in CHM13 (35, 67). This has revealed that most centromeres contain a small
region of tens to hundreds of kilobase pairs of decreased methylation, called a centromere dip
region (CDR), within the otherwise heavily methylated active alpha satellite array. The use of
native chromatin immunoprecipitation or the cleavage under targets and release using nuclease
(CUT&RUN) chromatin-mapping technique (103) showed that this methyl dip region is the lo-
cation of the CENP-A chromatin (5, 35). Thus, this hypomethylated CDR represents a second
epigenetic mark, in addition to the presence of CENP-A, that appears to be important for cen-
tromere formation and/or maintenance. To rule out that the CDR was a consequence of CHM13
being a cell type from early human development, these CDRs were confirmed in human reference
genome HG002, a diploid terminally differentiated lymphoblastoid line. At least some chromo-
somes in some individuals showed exceptions, such as multiple CDRs or that CENP-A did not
occupy the most recently emerged array of alpha satellite DNA. Studying these exceptions and
variation in centromere positioning across many samples, across families, and across different tis-
sues from the same individuals will eventually reveal the extent of this epigenetic plasticity in
centromere localization (5). The position and size of the CDR within and between chromosomes
may have profound implications for centromere function and chromosomal mitotic and meiotic
stability (35).

The ability to generate de novo centromeres from transfected DNA sequence, permitting the
construction of artificial human chromosomes, has long been a goal of centromere research. The
discovery that the CDR domain of hypomethylated alpha satellite DNA is the true location of
the CENP-A chromatin and kinetochore may suggest additional approaches to create artificial
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chromosomes, perhaps by transfection of unmethylated or unmethylatable alpha satellite DNA
constructs. If the CENP-A chromatin can be epigenetically established on the unmethylatedDNA
before it becomes methylated, then it will likely propagate and potentially lead to de novo cen-
tromere and thus artificial chromosome formation. Thus, the LRS genome-wide sequencing and
associated epigenetic analyses across human centromeres have provided some important surprises
that openmany avenues of centromere structure and chromosome stability research and illuminate
the power of LRS approaches in these otherwise perplexing regions of the human genome.

THE FUTURE PANGENOME

The Human Pangenome Reference Consortium (HPRC) has the goal of creating a collection
of human diploid reference genomes that represents the true diversity of human genetics. This
daunting task will be critical for biomedical research, where recognition of the importance of
diversity inclusion in medical genomic studies is growing (102, 137). Pangenomics efforts will
require a large team of experts in population genetics, computational biology, ethics, and espe-
cially hybrid and long-read genome sequencing technologies (69). A major goal of the current
pangenome project is to provide complete telomere-to-telomere genomes using the sequenc-
ing technology and computational framework developed for the T2T genome assemblies, as
these gapless assemblies will be the new standard in our complete understanding of variation in
population-level genomics. The realization of a complete, albeit haploid, human genome provides
a framework for better understanding some previously unknown gaps and difficult-to-sequence
regions such as centromeres, acrocentric short arms, segmental duplications, and satellite arrays,
and many findings have been confirmed in additional genomic data (81). However, the very na-
ture of a pangenome project suggests that we will continuously discover additional unknowns and
potentially novel genomic structure and organization that will reveal that the full range of human
genomic diversity is much broader than previously anticipated (122).

Although the LRS technical approaches used for the T2T consortium can certainly be applied
to diploid genomes, a major challenge will be the efficient haploid-aware assembly of these diploid
genomes, especially in the difficult-to-sequence satellite and repetitive regions of the genome
(122). Powerful graph-based approaches were used for the assembly of the complete T2T genome
(9, 17, 34, 81, 82, 92). The HPRC team determined which combination of genome sequenc-
ing and automated assembly approaches gave the most accurate diploid genome assemblies and
provided the highest-quality haploid-aware complete diploid assembly of HG002 (48). These as-
semblies were not quite telomere to telomere, with some missing assembly and unmapped contigs
in centromeres and telomeric repeats, thus requiring additional development in these regions.The
HPRC will initially use select samples from the 1000 Genomes Project, which provides a catalog
of human variation from 26 populations that were consented for unrestricted data usage (2), but
additional samples will be included from other sources to support the ambitious sampling and
diversity goals of the HPRC, especially for rare variants (122). The initial goal of the HPRC is to
produce high-quality genomes from 350 individuals (resulting in 700 diverse haplotypes) selected
to maximize global diversity on which to build the foundation for the complete pangenome in
the future. One important aspect of the HPRC is to address and incorporate research on ethical,
legal, and social implications in order to include divergent and Indigenous populations and ob-
tain correct permissions and inclusion of the populations both in the science and in the use and
interpretation of the sequence data.

The realization of a complete pangenome dataset could revolutionize human genomics and
understanding of variation and diversity on a scale not seen since the completion of the first hu-
man reference genome in 2001. While LRS technologies continue to improve the resolution of
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genomic features discovered and cataloged in the HPRC efforts, consideration of a global data
federation mechanism that promotes more seamless consent, sharing, and integration of diverse
genomics data will be necessary to empower the amount of data necessary to fully compile and
translate the true power of the future pangenome database.

REMAINING CHALLENGES

LRS has provided the ability to generate DNA sequence data with read lengths routinely in the
tens to hundreds of kilobase pairs and as high as 1 Mbp using single-molecule approaches at vari-
ous accuracies. Some primary challenges remain in improving read accuracy, variable throughput,
and cost, which collectively still impede the routine utility of LRS in a high-throughput clini-
cal setting. LRS throughput is highly sensitive to molecular damage during library preparation,
which requires high-quality, unnicked high-molecular-weight DNA. Accurate size selection of
high-molecular-weight DNA for library preparation is important as LRS technology can be bi-
ased toward sequencing of smaller, more rapidly diffusing molecules, which can lead to uneven
read lengths due to loading biases. Furthermore, improvement of the read accuracy in some LRS
approaches is clearly important for accurate diploid assembly as well as detecting rare pathogenic
variants.

The manufacturers of both major LRS platforms have recently announced technical innova-
tions that purport to overcome somemajor limitations, although at the time of writing, neither has
been used in a peer-reviewed publication. PacBio has announced the Revio system (86), which in-
creases the number of ZMWs per SMRT cell from 8 million to 25 million, with four independent
25-million-ZMW arrays on each machine and the run times reduced to 24 hours. This theoreti-
cally increases the throughput of SMRTLRS up to 12.5 times with a greatly reduced cost,making
highly accurate human HiFiWGS genomes and highly multiplexed comprehensive long-read di-
agnostic panels widely available for basic research and potentially routine clinical applications.
Alternatively, Oxford Nanopore Technologies has announced the K14 chemistry (84) with an up-
dated enzyme and new nanopore design that routinely improves the sequencing accuracy to Q20
(99%), with options to reach Q24 (99.6%) or higher, partially overcoming the low-accuracy lim-
itation of nanopore LRS. Thus, the emerging demand for higher-accuracy, higher-throughput
LRS, as well as the competition between the two major LRS platforms, is continuously driving
innovations to overcome technological limitations.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

LRS has emerged as a critical tool for the discovery of the myriad of complex variation in human
genomes. It has driven the next generation of complete human reference genomes, which include
previously intractable regions such as polymorphic gaps and large arrays of repetitive elements,
especially at centromeres and acrocentric short arms. It also provides a straightforward method
to discover rare pathogenic structural variants in basic and clinical research, and as costs decrease
and throughput and accuracy increase, it is beginning to be adopted in regulated clinical settings.
The high-resolution, fully phased long-read genomic data continue to motivate a more extensive
database of pathogenic variants that assists in disease subtyping through novel genetic associations.
Coupled with the ability to phase variants alongside epigenetic modifications and chromatin el-
ements across large kilobase-sized regions, LRS will continue to provide unprecedented insight
into chromatin structure, gene regulation, and disease state across the human genome. Additional
developments in LRS-based, full-length, isoform-resolved bulk and single-cell transcriptomics
integrated with whole-genome LRS and epigenetic data collectively advance the potential for
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biomarker discovery on the human, tissue, or even cellular level and inform downstream functional
genomics validation studies.

While LRS has transformed our understanding of the human genome, the LRS pangenome is
the future of personalized medicine. The pangenome is only realized once individuals and clin-
icians have access to high-resolution next-generation genomes that will generate a data legacy
where healthy and pathogenic associations will be unlocked as they are discovered and validated
with time. Given the wide degree of complex variation among individual diploid genomes and
across diverse human populations, LRS will very likely continue to be used independently or cou-
pled with complementary hybrid scaffolding technologies for closing assembly gaps or revealing
novel genomic content. Recent momentum to hurdle physical and computational LRS technol-
ogy challenges will accelerate the eventual ability to produce a de novo assembled genome for any
individual, without the need for a reference genome, permitting unprecedented understanding of
personalized human genetics and genomics. We should also consider ways to build more exten-
sive databases of whole-genome LRS and SRS data to federate diverse genomics datasets. As the
pangenomics database grows, near-real-time functional associations will require both adoption of
deep learning algorithms and community guidelines on how to expedite the translation of vast
discoveries enabled by LRS-based omics technologies. Ultimately, the pace of LRS data gener-
ation and the diversity of novel variants uncovered continue to enable a clearer database of the
human condition. The future will require this genomic resolution at the individual level to pro-
vide a truly personalized framework that unlocks information in time from a single data source
for each individual condition.
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